In this study, iterative methods particularly families of Alternating Group Explicit (AGE) methods are used to solve system of linear equations generated from the discretization of two-dimensional fuzzy diffusion problems. The formulation and implementation of the Full-Sweep AGE (FSAGE), Half-Sweep AGE (HSAGE) and Quarter-Sweep AGE (QSAGE) methods were also presented. Then numerical experiments are carried out onto two example problems to verify the effectiveness of the methods.
Introduction
Abdullah [1] discovered the new concept known as half-sweep iteration via Explicit Decoupled Group (EDG) iterative method in solving two-dimensional Poisson equations. Following to this concept, further investigations have been extensively conducted in [3, 4, 10-12, 16, 18] for demonstrating the capability of the half-sweep iteration. In 2000, Othman and Abdullah [14] expanded this approach to initiate the Modified Explicit Group (MEG) method based on the quarter-sweep approach. Later, many studies have been conducted to demonstrate
The outline of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 will discuss the finite difference method based on the implicit scheme in discretizing two-dimensional fuzzy diffusion problems. While section 3 presents the formulation and implementation of the family of AGE methods in solving linear systems generated from the finite difference scheme. Section 4 shows some numerical examples and conclusions are given in section 5.
Finite Difference Approximation Equations
Consequently, in this paper, the general form of diffusion equation can be defined as follows To simplify the formulation of the full-, half-and quarter-sweep central difference approximation equations, the finite grid network will be used as shown in Fig. 1 . Implementations of these proposed iterative methods are executed onto the interior solid nodal points until convergence test is found. Meanwhile, the approximation solutions for the remaining points can be computed by using direct method [1, 14] .
(c) Then, by using finite difference implicit scheme, problem (1) can be developed as
By using parametric form of fuzzy functions, problem (1) can be written as
(5b)
By using (2a), (3a) and (4a), equation (5a) can be reduced to
. Meanwhile, by substituting (2b), (3b) and (4b) into (5b), it can be shown
As the value of p corresponds to 1 and 2, it represents the full-and quarter-sweep cases respectively. Since both (6a) and (6b) have the same form in terms of equation, except, based on the interval of the  -cuts, the differences identified only in the upper and lower boundary, thus it can be rewritten as
. Whereas discretization scheme for half-sweep cases can be shown as
Approximate solution for 2 dimensional fuzzy parabolic equations
. Moreover, (7) and (8) can be represented in matrix form as
Family of Alternating Group Explicit Iterative Methods
Consider a class of methods be mentioned by Evans [5] which is based on the splitting of the matrix A into the sum of its constituent symmetric and positive definite matrices, as follows 
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By reordering the points column-wise along y-direction, 3 G and 4 G literally have the same structure as 
Thus, the explicit form of AGE method can be written as .
ii. First sweep Compute 
Numerical Experiments
Two examples of two-dimensional fuzzy parabolic problems are considered to verify the effectiveness of the proposed iterative methods. During implementation, the value of the tolerance error, considered, 10 10    . 
Problem 1 [8]
      0 , 1 , 0 , ,, 2 2
Problem 2
. The boundary conditions For the purpose of observations on the feasibility of the FSAGE, HSAGE and QSAGE methods, three parameters were observed such as number of iterations, execution time (in seconds) and Hausdorff distance (as mention in Definition 1) and recorded in Table 1 to 5. Definition 1 [13] Given two minimum bounding rectangles P and Q, a lower bound of the Hausdorff distance from the elements confined by P to the elements confined by Q is defined as
.
Conclusions
In this paper, the family of AGE iterative methods was used to solve linear systems arise from the discretization of fuzzy diffusion equation using the implicit difference scheme. The results show that QSAGE method is more superior in terms of the number of iterations, execution time and Hausdorff distance compared to the HSAGE, FSAGE and FSGS methods. Since AGE is well suited for parallel computation, it can be considered as a main advantage because this method has groups of independent task which can be implemented simultaneously. It is hoped that the capability of the proposed method will be helpful for the further investigation in solving any multi-dimensional fuzzy partial differential equations [7] . Other family of AGE methods as in [6, 9, 15, 21 ] also can be used as linear solvers in solving the same problem. Hausdorff Distance FSGS 9.1328e-04 9.1334e-04 9.1338e-04 9.1351e-04 9.1401e-04 FSAGE 9.1328e-04 9.1333e-04 9.1335e-04 9.1339e-04 9.1352e-04 HSAGE 9.1308e-04 9.1328e-04 9.1334e-04 9.1336e-04 9.1343e-04 QSAGE 9.1448e-04 9.1441e-04 9.1442e-04 9.1442e-04 9.1472e-04 Problem Hausdorff Distance FSGS 6.8496e-04 6.8501e-04 6.8505e-04 6.8517e-04 6.8567e-04 FSAGE 6.8496e-04 6.8500e-04 6.8502e-04 6.8505e-04 6.8518e-04 HSAGE 6.8481e-04 6.8496e-04 6.8500e-04 6.8503e-04 6.8510e-04 QSAGE 6.8549e-04 6.8536e-04 6.8537e-04 6.8573e-04 6.8604e-04 
